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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Why this paper was written .— While taking the course
"The Unit Method in Secondary Schools" given at Boston Uni-
versity, School of Education, by Dr. Roy 0. Billett, a unit
was written for a term paper. This unit was not worked out
with a class, and the writer decided that it would be inter-
esting to write two units and work them out with classes.
The purpose of this paper is to present these two units and
to give the results and impressions obtained from teaching
them. The terminology used in the paper is in accordance
with Fundamentals of Secondary-School Teaching .!/
The pupils .— These units were written for two civics
classes in the ninth grade in a four-year high school of
450 pupils. There were 50 pupils in the two classes, 26 in
one class and 24 in the other.
The school has only four courses; college preparatory,
scientific, commercial, and vocational. Civics is required
in the vocational course and the commercial course, and is
not elective in the other two courses. The classes are,
l/ Billett, Dr. Roy 0., Fundamentals of Secondary-School
Teaching . Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1940.
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2therefore, made up of commercial and vocational freshmen in
a "required course," and two seniors who need the credits
in order to graduate.
Ability grouping .— There is no ability grouping in any
of the classes. The IQ T s of these 50 people, derived from
the Otis Classification Test range from 75 to 128 with a
median of 97. Only 20 of the 50 have IQ's of 100 or better.
Their EQ T s (from the same test) range from 73 to 127,
while the Stanford Achievement Grade Equivalent gives them
a range of grade level from grade 5.6 to grade 10. Their
chronological ages run from 13.0 to 17*3 with the average
between 14 and 15.
Reading tests .—The school gives no reading tests, but
it soon becomes obvious from working with these pupils that
many cannot read even seventh-grade material with under-
standing. For that reason several references have been in-
cluded from the so-called "True Comics" and picture magazines
like "Life." These articles are well written, and the pic-
tures help many of the pupils to understand.
Because the pupils are such poor readers, the core ac-
tivities have been kept to a minimum, as many typed sheets
would completely discourage them.
Guidance .— The only real guidance work done in the
school is by the principal who interviews each pupil in the
school during the year, but no objection is made to any
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3teacher T s doing guidance work. It has been learned that the
pupils read very little outside of school, and what they do
read is "teen-age magazines,” movie books, and western
stories. Eleven read nothing at all for pleasure.
Their fathers are factory workers and carpenters with
the exception of two butchers, a junk man, and a policeman.
Most of the girls want to be secretaries and the boys
aviators. Only six want, or are able financially to con-
tinue school after high school.
Textbook .— The classes are using Civic Training by
Hughes as a regular textbook.A/ The topics already covered
include: American Citizenship, Communities and Community
Spirit, The People that Make Up Our Communities (National-
ities and Races), The Citizen in the Home, Making the Com-
munity Attractive, and Health and Recreation in the Community.
Class periods .— Civics classes meet for a forty-
minute period three times a week. The other two days are
study periods, but as the classes study in the same room with
the same teacher, the time may be, and is, taken up for civics
preparation.
The teacher has another civics class which was taught
the same subject matter by the traditional method. This class
1/ Hughes, R. 0.. Civic Training. Boston: Allyn and Bacon,
1944 .
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was given the same pre-test and mastery test, and the results
from that class have been included.
The classroom .—The classroom has 35 attached chairs
with desks. The room is 20 feet wide and 26 feet long. The
desks are arranged in rows of five with seven rows across.
The teacher 1 s desk and chair are in front of the fourth row,
and in front of each of the other rows is an unattached chair
with an arm to write on which leaves only four feet of un-
used space in the front of the room.
There are five windows on the southern side of the room,
but it is frequently necessary to have artificial light for
the two rows farthest from the windows. The lights are of
modern indirect type, and there are six of them.
Blackboards cover the front and one side of the room
with the exception of the space left for a closet, a book
cabinet, and the front and back door of the room.
A bulletin board extends almost entirely across the
back of the room, the rest of the back being taken up by a
door into the next classroom.
Even for the teaching of the units, it would be im-
possible to get a table in the front of this room, and no
filing cabinets were available. So, the book closet (which
is an open four-shelved affair with all shelves in easy
reach of the pupils) was cleared of everything except the
materials needed for the units. The two top shelves held
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5the books, magazines, and pamphlets, and the two bottom
shelves the paper, small wooden file for the Optional Re-
lated Activities, and folders for pictures and clippings.
Duplication .— There is a Rexograph machine in the hall,
and a mimeograph machine in the Principal’s office. Both
are used by all the teachers in the High School, the ad-
joining Junior High School, and the secretaries of the High
School Principal and the Superintendent of Schools whose of-
fice is in the High School. Sometimes it is a problem to
get material duplicated when necessary. All must be done
by the teachers as the Principal has only one girl in the
office whose time is taken up with routine work.
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ChAPTiSH II
UNIT I — CK Bus
Statement 01 the Unit
Crime has always been a major problem in all civilized
nations The United States has more criminals in proportion
to her population than most other civilized nations. For
example, "It has been estimated that there is one murderer
in about every 10,000 people in the United States and one
murderer for about every 634,000 people in Great Britain." 1/
Many of these criminals are under twenty. Some of the
trouble may be due to the way our criminal institutions are
run. For, although prison reforms have been started in some
states, many states still have far to go along those lines.
Only by removing the causes of crime can any real solution
be reached; and as Clarence Darrow once said, "There is only
one general cure for crime—or the prevention of it. That
is
—
get rid of poverty. More than 90 percent of our crimes
arise out of poverty."
Delimitation of the Unit
1. There is more crime in America than in any other
l/ Hughes, R. 0., Civic Training . Boston: Allyn and Bacon,
T944
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7civilized nation. Almost every daily newspaper carries
stories of crimes. Instead of decreasing, crime is even
now increasing, particularly in the lower age groups.
Mr. Hoover has discovered in a survey made last year that
"age 17 predominated in the frequency of arrests."l/
Crime cost the nation in the last year of peace 15 billion
dollars which is five times as much as the nation paid for
education in any one year.
2. Vice is an act that does harm to the person who
commits the act. A sin is an act against the law of God.
A crime is an act against the law of man. Serious crimes
are felonies ; less serious are misdemeanors . Acts that
harm others without breaking laws are torts . Many acts
may come under several of these headings. For example,
drunkenness is a vice and a sin and may lead to crime.
Webster 1 s Students Dictionary says delinquency is "failure
to do what one ought to do."
3. Some of the reasons why people commit crimes are:
poverty, ignorance (not knowing what is right), bad habits
(such as alcohol and drugs), bad environment (both social
and physical), unemployment, and lack of law enforcement.
The causes may also be listed as follows: 1. physical and
mental causes; examples, insanity, feeble-mindedness,
1/ "Crime in the United States at High Peak", Weekly News
Review (September 16, 1946).
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drunkenness, lax moral standards; 2. economic causes; ex-
amples, lack of work, poor pay; and 3» social causes; ex-
amples, failure to maintain and respect authority, slum con-
ditions, and broken families.
l+, The way that criminals were dealt with in the past
was often very cruel. The idea was vengeance or retaliation .
Next came the idea that an offender should be punished for
his offense. Trying to stop a person from committing a
crime by making him afraid of what would happen to him was
another method used. The most advanced theory is reforma-
tion
,
trying to teach the criminal to become a better citizen.
The death penalty is used only for first degree murder now,
and seven states have no death penalty at all. The death
penalty is called capital punishment .
5. Criminals used to be kept in cold, dirty places
often built underground. Solitary confinement, whipping
posts, and bread and water diets were used for punishment.
Most all prisons now have opportunities for convicts to
learn trades or farm work so that they may be useful citizens
when they leave the prison. Some of our jails nov; have radios,
libraries, gymnasiums, movies, and other amusements for their
inmates
.
6. Probation means the withholding of punishment as
long as people behave themselves. The person on probation
must report to a probation officer at stated intervals. To
.
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9be released on parole means that the person is released from
prison, but is still under the control of the state. Some
sentences are not given for a definite period of time, but
say, for example—from one to five years according to the
behavior of the convict while in prison. This is called an
indeterminate sentence or suspended sentence .
7. There are some things we can do to help prevent
wrongdoing. We can see that there is work for every one.
We can see that entertainment for every one is decent. We
can vote into office public-spirited leaders. Gambling, and
the sale of "dope" are prohibited. Once there was a law
against liquor, but people felt this interfered with their
personal freedom, and was, therefore, against the Constitution.
The law was repealed. For some people, it would be better
if the law had been enforced rather than repealed as they
drink more than they should, and no one has the right to so
deaden his own senses that he may do harm to others.
£. Young criminals should be dealt with in special
courts called "juvenile courts." They should not be allowed
in the same institutions as older criminals because they may
learn new ways of committing crimes from these more hardened
criminals. Some may just need a different environment.
Some may be put on probation. Only as a last resort should
they be sent to an institution. Even then, they should be
sent, not to a jail, but to a special kind of school where
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they may learn to be useful citizens.
9. Local, State, and National Governments all protect
us from criminals. Policemen protect us in the Local Govern-
ment. The State has State Police and a State Guard that may
be called out if the trouble is bad enough. The National
Government has the F. B. I. with its G-men and any state may
ask the Federal Government for its help in tracing criminals.
Probable Indirect and Incidental Learning Products
1. Crime does not pay.
2. The pupils may become more self-reliant, and less
dependent on the teacher for information.
3. The pupils may learn how to use a bibliography
(a new word for them) and how to find material
so listed.
4. The pupils may discover that school work really
is interesting.
5. The pupils may find that what they learn in
school is not confined to a textbook, but is
related to other things such as the radio, movies,
and current magazines.
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The Unit Assignment Sequence
Introduction by the teacher *— We all know that crime
exists in the United States today. Do you know that it costs
the people of the United States 15 billion dollars a year
for crime which is five times as much as the nation spends
on education in one year? These are pre-war figures. Since
there is more crime now, the cost will also rise. Do you
know that some of these so-called gangsters are 7, 10, and
12 years old with 17-year-olds committing the most crimes
of any one age group? Many girls as well as boys are in-
volved. Why is there so much more crime now than there
used to be, and why is it that the age of the criminals
grows younger and younger? Let’s see if we can find the
causes of crime, what is being done about it, and what can
be done about it.
Cartoons illustrating the load that crime is to the
nation, and other pictures will be shown at this time.
Study Guide to Be Given the Students
1. How much crime is there in the United States to-
day? Why? How much does it cost the nation? See what
Mr. Hoover has to say about it in the article ’’Crime in the
United States at High Peak” in the Weekly News Review for
September 16, 1946. Compare the ages he tells us commit
the most crime with the chart on 2:3 which is a few years old.
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What do you think accounts for t tie differences in the ages
oi the criminals? (6:142-153)*
if you are particularly interested in this topic, see
Optional Related Activities 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5*
2. The dictionary tells us delinquency is "failure to
do what one ought to do." What do you think of this defini-
tion applied to juvenile delinquency?
What is crime? What is the difference between felonies
and misdemeanors? What is a sin? a tort? Know some ex-
amples of each. Are there any other words in the references
whose meaning you do not know? If so, copy them down and
learn their meanings. (2:2, 3 1:125 3:134, 135).
3. Why do we have so much crime? What are the causes?
(1:129, 130 3:135-159 14:6 2:5, 9 6:55-142).
If you are interested in this topic, see Optional Re-
lated Activity 22.
4. Wnat has unemployment to do with crime? (3:137)*
5. Do liquor or drugs affect crime? What are une
laws in the United States concerning liquor and drugs?
Were they always as they now are? Wnat is your opinion
concerning these laws? (3:136 1:93-100).
If you are interested in this topic, see Optional Re-
lated Activity 6.
6. How have we taken care of our criminals? At first
the idea was vengeance . What does that mean? It is referred
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to in the Bible as "the eye for an eye" idea. (1:130 2:18, 19
3:190).
7. The idea that a person should be punished came next.
How were they punished? (2:18, 19).
8. Fright of what would happen stopped many people from
becoming criminals. What does this mean? Is it a good way
of stopping crime? (1:131).
9. The newest idea for caring for criminals is called
reformation . What is the difference between vengeance and
reformation? Is this idea being carried out everywhere?
10. Some people believe we should not use capital punish-
ment. Why? What is capital punishment? Do you approve of
it? What makes it justifiable? (3:194 10:290).
11. What were old prisons like? What punishments were
used? How did the people feel toward these old prisons when
they were released? (3:190 1:131-133 2:18, 19).
12. What are the new prisons like? Is there any change
in the feeling of the prisoners when they are released?
(1:131-133 2:20, 21 3:191-193).
If you are interested in this topic, see Optional Re-
lated Activities 11, 20, and 21.
13. What do the following terms mean: probation, parole,
indeterminate sentence, and suspended sentence? (1:132
3:193, 194).
14. Does a person out on parole have an easy time? Why
or why not? How can we help him? (2:22, 23 6:154-167).
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15* How can we help wrong doers? List five or six ways.
Do you know any people who are wrong doers? If so, what has
made them that way? (1:133, 134 2:28, 29).
16. As we already know, many of our criminals are very
young. They are called "juvenile delinquents." What does
this mean? What makes young people do wrong? (2:8, 9 14 : 6 )
.
If you are interested in this topic, see Optional Re-
lated Activity 12.
17. What do you think about all the stealing here in
school? There is no point in learning what honesty is un-
less we are honest. Can you do anything to help the school
solve this problem?
IS. Should we treat these young people as we do the
older criminals? What differences should there be in their
treatment, if any? (2:10, 11 3:194, 195 }.:134, 135
6:180-198)
.
If you are interested in this topic, see Optional Re-
lated Activity 13.
19. Do juvenile delinquents often become adult criminals?
( 2 : 12
,
13 ).
20. How may people help juvenile delinquents? (2:26, 27)
( 6 : 256-266 )
.
21. Our government tries to protect us from criminals.
Who protects us in the local government? in the State Govern-
ment? in the National Government? (1:135-13$ 2:14, 15).
*.
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22. What is the F. B. I*? Who is its head? (2:24-25)*
If you are interested in this topic, see Optional Re-
lated Activities 14, 15, 16, and 17*
23* We sometimes think of the United States Secret
Service as an organization to catch spies. Is this what it
really is? If not, what is its purpose? (9:2).
If you are interested in this topic, see Optional Re-
lated Activities 1$ and 19*
Optional Related Activities
1. Make a series of graphs showing the number of crim-
inals according to: 1. crimes committed; 2. men or women;
3* races; 4* nationalities. (10:525) If you have for-
gotten how to make a bar graph, see 1:116.
2. Write a short history of crime in America. Start
with our early history and include the Westward Movement.
(2:4, 5, 6, 7).
3. Who was Jessie James? (11). Look up other stories
about him in the library.
4* Bring to class one newspaper and compare all the
crime items in it with the lack of them in the old news-
paper (1367) in the folder. How do you account for this
difference?
5. Bring to class magazine articles and pictures for
the bulletin board that are concerned with crime. See how
many newspaper clippings on crime you can collect.
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6. What type of crimes are increasing? What type of
crimes are decreasing? Why do you suppose this is? (10:525).
7. What kind of people are murderers? What does Warden
Lawes have to say about this? (4*. 71-103)
.
6. "Does the Death Penalty Deter (stop) Murders"?
(4:176-169).
9.
What is the difference between first-degree, second-
degree murder, and manslaughter? (10:290). How many people
received the death penalty in 1943 in the different states?
(10:525)
.
10. Make a graph of the penalties for murder in the
various states. What do you think of these penalties? (10:290).
11. Read any part of 20.000 Years in Sing Sing and be
able to tell us what Warden Lawes has to say about life in
a big prison. ( 15 )
.
12. Collect all the items about crime that you find in
your newspapers. Bring them in and we will talk about them.
Notice how many are committed by young people.
13. There have been many good movies of prison life and
juvenile delinquency. Recall any you may have seen and try
to remember why the person was in prison or why he became a
juvenile delinquent. Did the picture show that prison cured
the criminal or how the juvenile delinquent became a good
citizen?
14. Read the story of the "Special Agent." What is a
special agent? (12).
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15. Read any of the Thrilling Triumphs of Crime Detec-
tion and be able to tell how some real crimes were solved. (5).
16. Read the story of one criminal as told by J. Edgar
Hoover in the article, "The Blaster". " What do you think of
this man? (8).
17. Are you interested in spies? Read "The Spy Who
Double-Crossed Hitler" by J. Edgar Hoover. (7).
18. Read the story of the "First American Detective."
Tell now he started and whatever else interested you. (13).
19. Read Know Your Money . See if you can answer the
questions on the last page. Then tell the class something
about money and how counterfeit money may be detected. (9).
20. Has anyone visited a prison? If so, he or she
may write a short paper on impressions obtained during the
visit
.
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Test on Crime
Part I—True-False
Directions: Place a ,fT w before each statement that is true;
place a T,0 ,r before each statement that is false.
1. There is more crime in England than in the United States.
2. In the colonial days of this country there was a great
deal of crime.
3. Crime is increasing in the United States today.
4. One does not often see stories of crimes in a daily paper.
5. Murder is a sin as well as a crime.
6. It is not wrong to commit an act that harms yourself pro-
viding no harm is done to some one else.
7. The law determines which acts are crimes.
S. Poverty is one of the greatest causes of crime.
9. One should always get the best of others in business deals
even though the means are dishonest, otherwise one could
not make a living.
10. People commit crimes more often if they are unemployed
than they do if they are employed.
11. There is more crime in the country than in the city.
12. Some people do wrong because they know no better.
13. After committing a crime and being in prison, people seldom
commit crimes again.
14. Drinking may lead to crime.
15* The Government allows people to take as many drugs as they
want
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16. People from good homes commit crimes more often than
people from poor homes.
17. People who hang around corners often become criminals
because they are bored and think it is smart to steal.
l£. If you chum with bad people, you may become bad yourself.
19* Although others may be responsible for a crime, it is
the person who gets caught that pays the penalty.
20. Communities that have little or no law enforcement have
little or no crime.
21. Communities with the biggest police forces have the
most crime.
22. Lack of religious and moral training in the home is
responsible for some of our crime.
23. Making a person afraid of what would happen to him if
he committed a crime is one method of preventing crime.
21+
.
It is kinder to keep prisoners in solitary confinement
than to make them work in a chain gang.
25. Solitary confinement was not a hard punishment, since
many people like to be by themselves.
26. The Government should not waste its money paying teachers
to teach convicts.
27. Prisons should have more teachers than they have at present-
2£. Prisoners often learn trades while in prison that they
follow all their lives.
29. It is wise to spend money to teach prisoners a useful
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trade because the fact that they had no early education
may be one reason they are in prison.
30. In olden times our prisons were cold and dirty.
31. Murder is always punished by death.
32. All states have the death penalty for first-degree murder.
33* If a person promises to obey the law, he is sometimes
let out of prison on parole.
34* It is easy for people out of prison on parole to get work.
35* One should never hire a person on parole as he is a ’’jail
bird” and may commit more crimes.
36. Many times men on parole are bitter in their feelings
toward society.
37. We can do very little to prevent crime.
3&. Cleaning up slums may help to prevent crime.
39. Indecent movies have not helped to decrease crime.
40. One should not go to the movies at all, as any movie
may give wrong ideas.
41. Some movies are educational as well as entertaining.
42. Movies that tell stories are never educational.
43 • Gambling is one way to make a start toward crime.
44. Public gambling wheels are not allowed in the U. S.
45. Horse racing is one form of gambling that is allowed
in the United States.
46. The United States Government permits one to buy and
take as much dope as he wants.
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47. Dope deadens the senses.
4S. Dope is useful to deaden pain.
49. It is a crime to drink liquor in the United States.
50. Some people think there should not be a law against
drinking liquor because it is against Democracy.
51. It is wrong to drink so much liquor that you lose con-
trol of your senses and so may harm some one else as
well as yourself.
52. Not many of the criminals today are young.
53* If a criminal is young, he should be treated exactly
the same as an older criminal.
54. There are special courts for young criminals in most of
the states.
55. It is better to keep young and old criminals apart.
56. Young criminals should not be put in institutions un-
less there is nothing else that can be done.
57. Young criminals used to learn new wavs of committing
crimes from older criminals.
5&. Sometimes a different environment may be all that is
needed when a young person has committed only one crime.
59. It is better to put young offenders in a reformatory
than to put them on probation.
60. If the young offender is sent to an institution of correc-
tion, he should continue his schooling in that institution.
61. There are several schools for delinquent boys and girls
in the state of Massachusetts.
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62. It is one duty of our Government to protect us from crime.
63. Very few criminals, no matter how clever they thought
themselves, have escaped punishment for very long.
64* <J« Edgar Hoover is head of the F. B. I.
65* Herbert Hoover is head of the F. B. I.
66. G-men lead very exciting lives and are always tracking
down spies or something of that kind.
67 . G-men have to go to schools to learn their jobs.
6S. The Nation spent 15 billion dollars a year on crime be-
fore the war.
69. The cost of crime to the Nation is five times as much as
it spends on education in a year.
70. Before the war, one dollar out of every six earned in
America was used to pay for crime.
71. The state guard may be called out to help keep order in
an emergency such as a police strike.
72. It is permissible to take money from a person 1 s pocket-
book if you know that the person would have given you
the money had he been present.
73* Having clubs and community centers for young people
helps reduce crime.
74. We should treat criminals as outcasts of society because
they have committed acts against society.
75* The average amount of money obtained from robbery, burg-
lary, and larceny is very large.
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Part II—Completion
Directions: Place the number ol tne blanks in the parentheses
before the word that best completes the meaning.
There will be some parentheses without any number.
Wrong doing is called by many different ( ) felony
names. If the act harms the person who com- ( ) tort
mits it, it is called a 1. . If the act ( ) vice
is an offense against the law of God, it is ( ) wrong
called a 2.
,
and if it is an offense ( ) sin
against the law of man it is called a 3* • ( ) misdemeanor
Crimes are divided into two classes, tne ( } crime
more serious being called 4.
,
and the
less serious 5» • One may harm others
without breaking a law, and this is called
a 6. .
The deatn penalty is called 1. .
punishment. A person is said to be on
2. if his punishment is withheld as
long as he behaves nimself. In Massachu-
setts, the 3* has the right to grant
pardons. If the exact time is not given
for a prison sentence, it is called
( ) governor
( ) mayor
( ) parole
( ) probation
( ) capital
( ) indeterminate
sentence
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One example of a felony would be l._
and an example of a vice would be 2
.
The Bible refers to the "eye for an eye"
method of punishment. We now call it 3*_
but the best method for helping criminals
is called 4 . .
( ) drunkenness
( ) murder
( ) punishment
( ) vengeance
( ) reformation
In the local government the 1. pro- ( ) France
tect us. The 2. protect us in the Fed- ( ) State
eral Government. Prison reforms have not ( ) police
been carried out so well as they should. ( ) Federal
In general the 3» Government has done the ( ) F. B. I.
best work. Our courts have not been changed ( ) England
with the times, and are still based on the ( ) liquor
way courts were run in 4 . . The Eighteenth ( ) dope
Amendment stopped the sale of 5* in the
United States.
Part III—Multiple Choice
Directions: Circle the number in front of the words in
Column 2 that best complete Column 1.
1. The age group that is com- 1. 37 years old.
mitting the greatest num- 2 . 27 years old.
ber of crimes today accord- 3 . 17 years old.
ing to Mr. Hoover is
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2. If a person commits a
crime, he should
3. A person on probation
4. Prisons should be
5. One thing that would help
prevent crime is
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1. be punished for it.
2. be helped to overcome
his fault.
3. be told not to do it
again and let go.
1. reports to a special
officer at stated times.
2. is free to do as he
pleases
.
3. may leave the state and
get a new start.
1. cold dark dungeons.
2. comfortable as homes
with radios and movies.
3. places where one may learn
to be a better citizen.
1. to see that every one
has much time for pleasure.
2. to see that there is work
for all.
3. to see that all police
officers are removed.
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CHAPTER III
UNIT II -- SAFETY
Statement of the Unit
Governments were first founded for the protection of
life and property, yet life and property are in constant
danger. Laws are made for the protection of the majority
and must be obeyed by every one. Most accidents may be pre-
vented by proper instruction and care with the exception of
those disasters from natural causes which man cannot prevent.
Delimitation of the Unit
1. Recklessness, selfishness, and carelessness cause
most of our accidents. A lighted cigarette or match care-
lessly thrown from a car window may cause a forest fire.
Smoking in bed has caused many fires in homes and hotels.
Automobile accidents are many times caused by reckless driv-
ing. Contractors have built buildings, scrimping on material
to save money, and the buildings have collapsed in spite of
the fact that we have building inspectors whose duty it is to
see that the building code is "carried out in a manner as
will best promote the health, safety, convenience and welfare
of the inhabitants, and to lessen the danger from fire. ,Ti/
l/ By-Laws an<T"Traffic Regulations of the Town of North Attle -
borough, Massachusetts, 1938.
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The inspector must inspect new buildings at specified
times during construction, and may inspect buildings at any
time •
2. Many disasters have natural causes over which man
has little or no control. Among these we have floods, hurri-
canes, tornadoes, and earthquakes. We must have organizations
prepared to meet these disasters at once and so save lives
that would otherwise be lost.
3. Fires are generally caused from carelessness. In
a single year enough buildings are burned in the United States
to stretch from New York to Chicago. The damage in dollars
is one-half a billion and in lives 10,000. Sometimes the
buildings are at fault and the inspector negligent. Because
buildings lack fire escapes or doors to shut off the burning
sections, people are trapped.
Building codes apply to new buildings, and old build-
ings at times are not made to conform to the specifications
required. This depends on the conscientiousness of the local
building inspector.
The local government provides fire protection by having
a fire department, hydrants, and fire-alarm boxes which are
easy to ring in. Local firemen also inspect cellars at least
once a year and may fine a person twenty dollars a day for
neglecting or refusing to remove what they consider cause
for a fire.
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4. The individual may help control the fire hazard.
He should keep oil or gasoline out of the house, keep matches
out of the reach of children, keep stairways and fire escapes
free from obstructions, and be sure gas in always turned off.
Be sure there are two unblocked ways of getting out of every
house. Be sure matches and cigarettes are extinguished be-
fore throwing them away.
5. Accidents to children occur because they are thought-
less. They chase balls into the street and seldom look to
see if an auto is coming. Many children have died from poison
taken from medicine cabinets in their own homes. All poisons
should be kept where no child can ever reach them.
6. More people are killed by autos than commit suicide
and are murdered in a year. Thirty-five thousand people are
killed and over a million injured every year by automobiles.
Carelessness or recklessness is one cause of these accidents.
Hot obeying traffic lights, speeding, driving under the in-
fluence of liquor, and faulty mechanism in the car are other
causes
•
The Government is trying to cut down on auto accidents.
Traffic signals, stop signs, and speed limits should be ob-
served by all drivers. Highways are being constructed with
overpasses, underpasses, and rotary traffic circles to make
driving less dangerous.
The State has made it a criminal offense to drive under
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the influence of liquor or to drive in a way so that the lives
of others are endangered.
7. Pedestrians, too, are at fault. They "jay walk"
and refuse to look both wqys or watch the traffic signals
before crossing the street. By following a few simple rules,
many lives can be saved.
2. Accidents occur in factories when people are not
properly instructed in how to prevent accidents. Machinery
must be equipped with safety devices according to law.
9.
Passenger liners must have a life preserver for
every passenger. Drills are carried out at sea like drills
in school so that every one will know what to do if a fire
did break out.
10. Airplanes still have far to go to make plane trav-
4
elling safe. Parachutes are not sufficient if the plane is
not up high enough.
11. Miners have always been in danger from gas and cave-
ins. Electricity has helped this as light from flames is no
longer necessary in mines. However, mining is still the most
dangerous occupation.
12. Railroads were so dangerous that many of them were
closed for public travel in 1250. Now they are our safest
means of transportation because of improved rails, road beds,
signals, and safety devices on the trains.
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13. There is no place like home for accidents. The new
labor-saving devices, such as washing machines and mangles,
have caused many accidents because people are careless in
their use. Slipping in bath tubs injures many people every
year. Falling on loose rugs, or falling down stairs is a
common accident of the home.
14. Many accidents occur in school itself. Some accidents
result when pupils rush down stairs to lunch in spite of the
warnings of the student monitors. Many accidents occur in the
gym and on the playground. Most of these accidents could be
prevented if pupils would follow the instructions of the
teachers and not try to outdo each other in games like foot-
ball.
15. Shooting accidents occur each year during the shoot-
in g season. People shoot before they stop to see whether
it is an animal or a person. Some guns have no safety locks.
There have been three accidents from guns in the class this
year, one fatal. Hunters should wear some bright-colored
piece of clothing to distinguish them from trees and animals.
Guns should never be played with.
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The Unit Assignment Sequence
Introduction by the teacher .— The slogan "safety first"
is a very popular one, but is it obeyed? Watch people cross-
ing the street. They seem to value getting to the other side
more than getting there alive. Consider the two films shown
by the representative of the Registrar of Motor Vehicles of
Massachusetts. The first showed how a careless and selfish
driver caused death and the second how a careless child may
injure himself. In one year there were 100,000 deaths and
9,340,000 injuries at a cost of $3,450,000 from accidents.
There were only 50,000 deaths to American soldiers in the
whole war of 1914* War seems so terrible, yet we have this
big fight constantly on our hands right here at home.
Study Guide to be Given the Students
1. We expect our Government to protect us, but the
Government cannot do this unless we help. WTiat are some of
the laws you know about that the Government has made to pro-
tect us? The Government makes laws for the benefit of the
majority, yet do people obey these laws voluntarily? Why do
we have to maintain so large a police force? Why do our courts
cost us so much a year?
What laws has North Attleboro made to insure safe build-
ings with a minimum of danger from fires? Do not try to mem-
*
orize these laws, but read them through and try to remember
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some of them. Can you see the reason for these laws? What
are the duties of the building inspector? (21:article VII)
*
What are some of the causes of accidents that no Govern-
ment can prevent? a. Man-made causes? b. Natural causes?
(1:114, 115; 2:2; 3:30, Si)
.
2. What are some of the accidents caused by careless-
ness and thoughtlessness? (1:115, 116). Look at the pic-
tures (2:3) • How might these accidents have been prevented?
3. Although the final totals for accidents in the year
1946 are not yet in, what are the^ figures in deaths and in-
juries so far tabulated? Separate the deaths and injuries
according to: traffic fatalities, home accidents, accidents
at the job, and drowning. What are some of the causes given
for each kind of accident? In what ways does t .e article
say such accidents may be prevented? List the ,l do , s M and the
"don’ts" for safety. (13:1, 4).
If you are interested in this topic, see Optional Re-
lated Activities 1, 2, 3, 4, 11, 17, and 19.
4. Fires cause about how many deaths a year? injuries?
property loss? Compare old methods of fighting fires with
new methods. Do you think new methods save many more lives?
(1:120; 2:22; 3:90; 23; 4:154-163, 221-235).
5. Who are the people who fight our fires? What are
the new methods of reporting fires? How would you report
a fire? (2:34-37; 4:32-44).
V
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6. Why are forest fires particularly dangerous? How
are they started? Who protects our forests? (2: $7-39;
1:123-125)
.
7. What is fire insurance? How is the rate decided
on? #o you think it is a good thing? (3:90, 91; 1:116).
3. What can be done to prevent so many fires? What
can the individual do? the towns and cities? (1:121, 122,
125, 126; 3:31, 32)
.
9.
The hotel fire in Atlanta of this year is remem-
bered by all. The cause is not yet determined, but it is
known how it spread. Why was this? Refer to news items
on this fire. Also refer to (20:27-29; 17:33-36).
10. The circus fire at Hartford caused a change in
the way circuses are presented all over the country. What
was this change? See clippings on Circus Fire.
11. The Coconut Grove fire in Boston is another fire
we all know about. Why were so many lives lost? See
clippings on Coconut Grove.
If you are particularly interested in this topic, see
Optional Related Activities 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, and 1$.
12. How many careless children are hurt every year?
In what ways are they hurt? How could these accidents be
prevented? (1:116, 126; 3:96; 2:1$, 19).
13. In the early history of our country there were
dangers which we no longer fear. However, we have other
.so
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dangers to take their places. What were some of these early
dangers? (2:4,5).
14. Why do automobiles present one of our most serious
problems today? Why do drivers cause more deaths than any
other group of people? What are some of the things the
Government has tried to do to cut down on automobile deaths?
(traffic rules, construction of roads) 2:3
, 9; 1:116, 118;
21:Part II).
15. How should pedestrians cross streets? Do they al-
ways do so? What is meant by "Jay-walking”? (2:10, 11; 1:119).
16. Watch the safety poster at Elm Street. Why is it
there? What information is on it? What do you think of the
record of the town? Why do you suppose it is good or bad?
17. Do we have many accidents in factories? Why are
there more or less accidents than there used to be? Can
anything be done to improve conditions in factories that
has not already been done? (2:16, 17; 1:116).
1$. Are airplanes a safe means of transportation?
Compare the safety of airplane travel to travel by bus, train,
or automobile. Do you think the future will see air travel
safer than it is at present? If so, what are some of the
things that will help to make it safer? (2:15, 14; 22:27-30).
19. What do passenger liners do about safety? Do
tney have any rules of safety for passengers? for the
crew? (2:12, 13; 1:117).
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20. Is mining a dangerous job today? Why or why not?
(1:117; 2:16).
21. We think we are safest in our own homes, but what
do the figures show us? Is home really a safe place?
What were the causes of deaths in the home, and how may
this serious loss of life be stopped? (2:1$, 19; 1:117)
•
If you are interested in this topic, see Optional Re-
lated Activity 12.
22. Were the railroads considered safe during the
l$00’s? Are they considered a safe means of transporta-
tion today? (2:6, 7)*
— 23. Are our schools safe? What did the State Fire
Inspector have to say about our own school? What has been
done about his report?
If you are interested in this topic, see Optional Re-
lated Activities 14 and 15.
24. Many accidents occur in the gym. Who is at
fault? Can these accidents be prevented? How? (2:20, 2l) .
Why do high school boys have more accidents in play-
ing football than college boys do?
If you are interested in this topic, see Optional Re-
lated Activity 13.
25. Is hunting dangerous? If so, why? What was the
cause of death to one of your own classmates? What caused
the injury to two of the others? List some of the rules of
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safety that every hunter should follow. Even if a hunter
follows all the rules, hunting may still be dangerous. Why?
See also Optional Activities 3 and 16.
Optional Related Activities
1. There are several examples of safety posters in
the Safety Magazines listed at the end of this card. Some
of you pupils may have ideas of your own you can show in
poster form. First look at the examples, then try one of
your own ideas. For examples see: (9:21, 26, 29, 32;
11:17, 31, 32; 12:16, 23, 29, 32).
2. We have made graphs in other units during the
year. Try making graphs from the tables on any of the
following pages in the Almanac
. (10:645, 647, 672). You
may also make graphs from the information on ( 9 : 30 )
•
3. Consider the "Famous Last Words." (1:119). What
is the significance of each? Perhaps you could illustrate
"some of these sayings with posters.
4. Some disasters are of natural causes. Among these
are bad storms and hurricanes. Some of you may remember
the hurricane of 193$. Read about it (3:173-132) and add
anything you know or have heard about that storm.
5. Read about "America^ Costliest Disaster." What
was this disaster? How was it caused? Perhaps you saw the
movie "San Francisco" which showed this terrible tragedy.
(7:123-133).
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6. "The Iroquois Theater Fire" need not have caused
such loss of life. What safety measures should have been
taken by the theater? (5**73-75). What should you do when
you enter a theater to be prepared for a fire?
7. Read "How to Protect your Family from Fire." List
the ways to protect your family. (6:69-71). What per cent
of fires could be prevented? What are some of the causes
of fires? How could these fires be prevented? (9:14, 15).
What are some of the things that can be done to stop the
serious loss of life and property due to fires? (12:4, 5).
How may fires in the home be prevented? List the ways.
( 12 : 20
,
21 ).
3. The Standard Bearers is a novel which tells a
very interesting story of the state police. Write a short
review of the book. (14).
9. The Smoke Eaters is a story of firemen. It was
written some time ago, and many improvements have been made
in fire departments since. Read the book, and watch for
the differences in our modern fire departments. (15).
10. The picture graph on page 159 of Pioneers of Pro-
gress shows "Fatal Fire Statistics by Age Groups." Study
the graph and decide why there are so many more deaths and
injuries in one group than another. Try and reproduce this
graph for our bulletin board. (16).
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11. See how many clippings you can get from the daily
newspaper or current magazines to show: 1. accidents occur-
ring in the home; 2, fires; 3* auto accidents; 4. other types
of accidents. Keep each kind of accident together. We will
have a special part of the bulletin board for each.
Be sure you have permission to cut any magazine or news-
paper.
12. Many places in our own homes are, without our
realizing it, causes of accidents. What does "Booby Traps
in the Home" have to say about this? (9:12).
13. Accidents in the gym are constantly causing pain
to the injured person, doctor’s bills, and loss of time in
other classes. Note the facts about gym accidents and the
graphs in the reference listed at the end of this card. List
the kinds of gym accidents and their causes. Reproduce one
of the graphs. How do you think our school compares with
these figures? (13:33, 34).
14. What causes most of our falls? What age group
is most affected by falls? What measures should be taken
to prevent falling? (13:16-19).
15. Read the report of' accidents to school children
outside of school. Summarize accidents by ages and kinds
of accidents. You may make either graphs or tables for
this purpose. (12:14, 15). What is England doing to help
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keep her children safe? Are we doing as good a job in this
country? (11:12, 13).
16. How can the community help to keep its members
safe? (11:4, 5)
•
17. Read about the accident toll in the year 1945,
and jot down the figures that impressed you the most.
(11:14, 15).
l£. This last year (1946) has been responsible for
more deaths in hotel fires than any other j^ear in the his-
tory of the United States. Experts are working on the sub-
ject and are trying to learn from the saa experiences of
last year. They have reached some conclusions. What are
these conclusions? Try diagrams showing the difference be-
tween so-called "fire-proof" buildings and really safe build-
ings. (17:33-36).
19* Are you interested in knowing which kinds of acci-
dents are most prevelent in which states? Note which states
have the least and the most accidents of different types.
The author gives his explanation. Do you think he is right?
How does he explain? What one thing may stop or at least
cut down on this awful loss of life according to this author?
(1902, 33, 83, 84).
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Test on Safety-
Part I—True-False
Directions: Place a "T" before each statement that is true;
place a "0" before each statement that is false.
1. Safety should be an individual and not a community
problem.
2. We depend on the Government to protect us now more than
the early settlers did.
3. Cities should always take the lowest bids on buildings
and bridges and so save the tax payers’ money.
4. Natural calamities are often referred to as "Acts of God."
5 . The American Red Cross is a big help in times of war,
but is of little value in our own country during floods
and hurricanes.
6. Some floods may be controlled by man, but most of them
may not
.
7. We, in New England, suffer much loss yearly from tornadoes.
— £. A fire in the country is likely to destroy more property
than a fire in the city.
9. The greatest number of deaths due to accidents is caused
by fires.
10. So long as one has fire insurance, he need have no fear
of destruction of property by fire.
-11. Since careful people pay for fire insurance to protect
the careless, those who are careful should not bother with
insurance
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•" 12. Lightning is the cause of most forest fires.
13. One should never smoke in bed.
14. There is very little property loss in the United States
from fires.
15. Firemen have an easy job, as there are not many fires,
and the rest of the time there is very little work for
them to do.
16. Apartment houses are obliged by law to have three en-
trances
.
^17. It is estimated that 95 per cent of property destroyed
by fire could be saved.
18. Medicines, harmless to adults when taken under a doctor 1 s
direction, may kill children and so should be kept locked
and out of reach.
19. Even very young children should be taught not to play
in the street.
20. City children have to play in the street since there
is no other place for them to play.
21. More automobile accidents occur on the city streets than
on the open road.
22. Automobile drivers should pick up hitch-hikers when they
see them far from other means of transportation.
23. The most dangerous time of the week for travel is Wednesday.
24* Most automobile accidents happen when traffic is heaviest
at five o’clock in the afternoon.
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25. Hand signals are required by law in all of our states.
26. Hand signals should be used at all times to indicate
what the driver is about to do.
27. If all drivers obeyed all the laws, there would be no
automobile accidents.
28
.
Drivers should not have to watch out for pedestrians
since the pedestrians are watching out for themselves.
29. A very slow driver who insists on staying in the middle
of the road may cause accidents.
30. There are more automobile accidents when roads are icy.
31. In cold weather it is best to warm up a car engine
with the garage doors closed.
32. All states have tests for driving licenses. These
tests include eyesight tests as well as actual driv-
ing tests.
33. Five times as many accidents to pedestrians happen be-
tween intersections as at intersections.
34. Pedestrians should look carefully before crossing a
street and not depend on the drivers of cars to look
out for them.
35. Industry wants to prevent accidents, not only to save
lives, but also to save money.
36. Machinery has been covered and equipped with safety
devices which has reduced the number of accidents.
37. Governments try to protect citizens by passing laws
for safety for almost all industries.
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38. The safety laws passed by the Government should be much
stricter than the}'- are.
39 • More lives are lost in ships at sea than by automobiles
on land.
40. Wireless has helped in saving lives at sea.
41. Airplane travel is approximately as safe as automobile
travel.
42. Airplane travel is as safe as travel by bus.
43. Electricity has decreased accidents in mines.
44. One danger to miners was from cave-ins because mine
owners wanted to get all of a vein.
45. Mining is still the most dangerous industry.
46. Many of the deaths from trains at the present time are
caused by careless drivers at railroad crossings.
47. Busses are required by law in Massachusetts to stop be-
fore crossing railroad tracks.
48. Railroad engineers are responsible for the lives of
their passengers, and have to watch their signals care-
fully.
49* Railroads are the safest means of transportation today.
50. New electrical devices such as washing machines and
mangles have made work easier in the home, out increased
the number of accidents because people are not careful.
51. Stools are the best things to use for high reaches as
they are easier to move than stepladaers.
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52. Scatter rugs should be used on polished floors because
they look nicer than large rugs or tacked down carpets.
53. V/et hands should never be used when touching anything
electrical
.
54. Most school accidents occur in the classrooms.
55 • More football accidents happen to high school boys
than to college boys.
56. The more playgrounds there are, the more accidents
there are because more children are grouped together
on the playgrounds.
57. Almost all accidents that happen in school can be
prevented by the pupils.
53. Hunters should wear some bright article of clothing
so that they will not be mistaken for animals.
59 • If you know how to handle a gun, there is no need of
a safety lock on it.
60. If there are no sidewalks and a person must walk on
the street, he should be sure to walk in the same
direction that the automobiles are going and be sure
to wear something white at night.
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Part II—Completion
Directions: Place the number of the blanks in the parentheses
before the word that best completes the meaning.
There will be some parentheses without any number,
and some may have two numbers.
Some disasters are beyond the control ( ) automobiles
of man. Among them are 1.
,
2.
,
and ( ) floods
3. . Man, on the other hand, can prevent ( ) fires
many accidents. Most 4* and 5» are ( ) auto accidents
preventable. 6.
,
which used to be the ( ) earth quakes
most dangerous means of transportation are ( ) hurricanes
now considered the safest. ( ) railroads
( ) airplanes
( ) busses
The early settlers had different pro-
( ) 1875
blems confronting them than we have today. ( ) regular employees
They had to beware of 1. of whom we now ( ) volunteers
have no fear. Most of their firemen were ( ) 1350
2. . Their first steam boats, pushed too ( ) pirates
hard caused many deaths. The deaths were ( ) explosions
from 3« • Machines, left 4 .
,
worked ( ) Indians
by tired men caused many 5. • The early ( } unguarded
railroads about 6. were very dangerous ( ) 1900
( ) gasoline
( ) accidents
for travel
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The 1. is responsible for most all (
automobile accidents. If the fault is that (
of the 2.
,
the 3* should have had it (
fixed. Not obeying 4. causes many ac- (
cidents, 5* causes many more. (
(
(
Laws are made for the 1. of 2. (
of the people. They should be obeyed by (
3. of the people even though a l+. (
group may not agree with the law. If a (
group of people in a democracy do not like (
a law, they have the privilege of trying (
to 5* it. (
We must try to prevent the large num- (
ber of deaths and injuries that occur every (
year from accidents. The greatest number
of accidents is caused by 1.
,
and to pfe- (
vent these, rules of 3. must be followed (
and 3* obeyed. Better 4. must be
built with more 5* • More 6. should
be built to keep children off the 7. •
(
(
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) policemen
) driver
) car
) pedestrian
) traffic signals
) speeding
) passenger
) minority
) change
) protection
) disobey
) majority
) all
) none
) safety
} overpasses
) airplanes
) automobiles
) playgrounds
) traffic laws
) streets
} highways
) swimming pools
) trains
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Part Il'I--Multiple Choice
Directions: Circle the number in front of the words in
column 2 that best complete Column 1.
1. Jay-walkers 1. cross streets out-
side of marked zones.
2. cross against lights.
3. cross in front of
traffic
.
2. Most fatal accidents in the 1. living room.
home occur in the 2. kitchen.
3. bedroom.
3. The most dangerous industry 1. construction.
is 2. mining.
3. agriculture
.
4. The highest percentage of 1. falls.
farm accidents are from 2. handling objects.
3. using machinery.
5. Auto accidents occur most 1. on highways.
often 2. between intersections.
3. at street intersections
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CHAPTER IV
THE TEACHING OF THE UNIT
Time ,— Each of the units was planned for about three
and one-half weeks so that the two units, taught one after
the other, took a full seven-week term.
Introduction to pre-test .— The teaching of the unit
began with the pre-test, an entirely new idea to the pupils.
Before the pre-test was passed out, the following directions
were given. ’’This is not a test. It is an effort to see
how much you know about the unit before we begin to study
it so that we will not waste time going over the things
you already know. You will not be marked on the questions.
If you do not know the answers, leave a blank, don’t guess.
Do the best you can.” The pre-tests were then passed out,
and the pupils went to work. They seemed to like the idea
and worked very hard the entire period.
Introduction of the unit .— The next day the unit was
introduced. (See Unit Assignment Sequence.) The study
guides were passed out and explained. The references num-
bered after the questions and referring to the numbers in
the Bibliography were explained. This was done by looking
up several references together. The Bibliography was
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arranged so tnat the books the pupils had to refer to the
most came first.
The study sheets, the puoils were told, were only
guides. The questions were not meant to be exhaustive,
but just an aid to their study so they would know some of
the important points to look for. They were also to notice
anything else in the readings that they thought important
and call it to the attention of the class during discussion
periods
.
The small wooden box containing the 3 by 5 cards on
which the Optional Related Activities were written was then
shown the class. It was explained that they might do the
core activities in any order they chose, and that the op-
tional activities were to be done only by those interested
enough to want to do them.
A question of credit .-- A question was then raised
concerning the amount of credit to be given for doing op-
tional activities. These pupils have thought too much
about marks all through the grades, and it is very diffi-
cult for them to comprehend the idea of doing any work un-
less it is for credit. It was pointed out that they hadn’t
as yet looked at the optional activities, and that they
might find something they would like to do. The subject
of credit was then dropped.
The cabinet.— The cabinet where the books and
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supplies were to be kept was pointed out, and it was decided
to keep lists of names for those wishing each of the books,
so that they would be given in turn to each one. The class
then settled down to work.
Glass procedure .— When several of the pupils were hav-
ing trouble with the same question, the class was called to-
gether and the difficulty straightened out.
Class discussions were held for half the period three
times a week. In these discussions the class pooled activ-
ities. They were very eager to tell what they had discovered
in the books and articles.
Radio and newspaper .— The pupils introduced radio pro-
grams like T, Gang Busters” and said that they had noticed
that the criminal was always caught. However, some members
of the class thought that it took a long time to bring the
criminal to justice and that he had a pretty good time in
the meantime. The fact that A1 Capone died in a villa at
Palm Springs during the teaching of the unit also required
some explanation.
The newspaper and radio kept contributing to our units
so that the material to be discussed was literally endless.
Quiz programs all seemed to be asking questions on crime,
and the pupils were delighted to think they knew the answers
before the answer came over the air. One pupil said that
the ”64-dollar question” was on crime and that, had he been
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in the audience, the 64 dollars would have been his.
The unit on safety was studied during the month of Feb-
ruary. The figures on accidents of all kinds for the year
just finished were included in many magazine and newspaper
articles. These figures were also mentioned by radio commen-
tators. Because of the unit, the pupils were "safety-conscious"
and brought many of these items to class where discussions on
causes and preventions were carried on. The pupils were amazed
at the size of these figures.
The class also saved all the clippings on fires, auto
accidents, train accidents, plane accidents and accidents in
the home that occurred during the time the unit was being
studied. The total number of lives lost in these accidents
during the short period of time in which we studied the unit
was most impressive.
Class reactions .— Two of the brightest pupils started
with Optional Related Activities and became so interested in
them that the teacher had trouble in getting them to do any
of the core activities.
One pupil who had done practically no work all year
read one of the optional books and wrote a good report on it.
Only two pupils who were awaiting their sixteenth birth-
days to leave school and who would not allow themselves to be-
come interested in any school work did nothing, but since they
had to hear our class discussions, they did improve on their
tests
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Bulletin board .— The bulletin board was filled by the
pupils with work on each of the units consisting of news-
paper clippings, magazine pictures, and posters done by the
pupils themselves. In making the posters they were helped
by the art teacher.
Those who read novels and articles from the Biblio-
graphy found that they could use them for book reports for
English.
The teacher put a poem about safety copied from a
magazine on the bulletin board. Although writing poems was
not listed as one of the optional activities, several of
the pupils asked if they might try one. Two of the result-
ing poems were good enough to be printed in the school paper.
Choice of Optional activities .— The optional activities
on the unit "Crime" in the order of their popularity with
the pupils were the following: 9, 5, 12, 1, 11, 6, 4, 3, 2,
1$, 16, 6, 15, and 17. Twenty pupils did 9 and four did 17.
Those that were not so popular with the pupils were the
following: 19, 14, and 19 which were done by only one stu-
dent each; and 13, 20, and 7 which no one did.
The optional activities on the unit "Safety" in the order
of their popularity with the pupils were the following: 1,
11, 14, 2, 3, 7, 17, 15, 16, 5, 6, and 6. Those that were
done by only one pupil were 19, 1$, and 9. Those that none
of the pupils did were 4, 19, 12, and 13.
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Test results .— The mastery test was the same as the
pre-test for both units. This test, used as a pre-test,
took the entire forty-minute period for all three classes.
The same test used as a mastery test was finished by some
of the pupils in twent}' minutes and by all of the pupils
in thirty minutes.
The range in the pre-test on ’’Crime" for the first
division was from 1+9 to 92, the highest possible score
being 106. This class was not taught by the unit method.
The range on the same test used as a mastery test was from
6 1+ to 103. The same pupil that received the 1+9 on the pre-
test received the 6 1+ on the mastery test. All of the pupils
in this class showed improvement. The range of improvement
was from 1 point to 26 points as shown in the table.
The second class, taught by the unit method had a range
on the pre-test for "Crime" from 63 to 93. On the same test
used as a mastery test, this class ranged from 31 to 105
.
All of the pupils improved, ranging from an improvement
of 1 point to an improvement of 32 points as shown by the
table
.
The third class, taught b y the unit method had a range
on the pre-test on "Crime" from 61 to 91. On the same test
used as a mastery test the range was from 73 to 100.
All of the pupils except two improved. The range of im
provement, discounting these two pupils, was from 1 point to
30 points as shown on the table.
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The range in the pre-test on "Safety" for the first
division was from 52 to 94, the highest possible score
being 109. This class again was not taught by the unit
method. The range on the same test used as a mastery test
was from 66 to 92. Eight of the pupils did not improve
and one stayed the same. The range of improvement for those
that did improve was from 2 to 14 points a s shown in the
table
.
The second class, taught by the unit method had a
range on the pre-test for "Safety" from 64 to 96. On the
same test used as a mastery test, this class ranged from
68 to 92. Two of these pupils did not improve. The range
of improvement for those that did was from 4 to 22.
The third class, taught by the unit method had a range
on the pre-test on "Safety" from 54 to 92. On the same
test used as a mastery test the range was from 75 to 103 .
On this test five of the pupils stayed the same, and
two of the pupils had lower scores than on the pre-test.
The range of improvement for those that did improve was
from 1 to 25 points.
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Table 1. Results of pre-test and mastery tests on "Crime"
for pupils of the first ciass. Pupils have been
listed in order according to IQ f s.
PuDils 10 Pre-test Masterv test
ur T2T (3) (4)
i 114 84 103
2 114 74 94
3 111 68 93
4 111 91 94
5 108 74 95
6 107 83 SS
7 106 72 91
8 104 89 96
9 103 77 92
10 101 74 94
11 101 SO 98
12 101 89 ' 101
13 100 91 94
14 96 73 77
15 96 91 99
16 92 77 86
17 90 73 84
IS 87 92 99
19 82 71 97
20 SI Si 96
21 78 49 64
22 78 75 92
23 75 SO Si
24 74 SO 85
25 74 71 88
26 65 67 94
27 58 56 77
28 no 83 SS
29 no 56 75
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Table 2. Results of pre-test and mastery tests on "Crime"
for pupils of the second class. Pupils have
been listed in order according to IQ T s.
Pupils 10 Pre-test Mastery test
(1) (2) (3) (4)
1 128 35 95
2 110 93 105
3 109 73 92
4 108 33 94
5 105 75 93
6 105 33 35
7 101 36 97
8 100 75 93
9 100 74 95
10 97 73 37
11 97 35 36
12 97 33 95
13 96 82 96
14 96 81 96
15 94 75 35
16 94 66 93
17 92 63 39
13 90 33 94
19 90 70 94
20 37 69 91
21 86 34 93
22 75 79 94
23 75 76 31
24 no no 97
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Table 3» Results of pre-test and mastery tests on "Crime"
for pupils of the third class. Pupils have
been listed in order according to IQ’s.
Pupils 10 Pre-test Mastery test
(1) (2) (3) (4)
1 121 86 97
2 119 £5 100
3 118 86 96
4 112 81 82
3 110 83 97
6 106 81 93
7 104 61 91
8 104 65 94
9 103 83 93
10 102 64 84
11 100 87 85
12 99 75 91
13 98 76 94
14 98 91 99
15 97 84 95
16 96 68 90
17 92 88 95
18 92 80 92
19 90 77 93
20 90 82 94
21 87 81 76
22 82 69 73
23 79 78 93
24 76 70 83
25 no 80 92
26 no 81 98
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Table 4» Results of pre-test and mastery tests on "Safety"
for pupils of the first class. Pupils have been
listed in order according to IQ f s.
Pupils IQ Pre-test Mastery test
(i) (2) (3) (4)
1 114 94 64
2 114 65 66
3 111 64 92
4 111 65 91
5 106 60 66
6 107 79 65
7 106 60 90
6 104 94 66
9 103 66 66
10 101 60 64
11 101 65 76
12 101 75 63
13 100 63 62
14 96 62 60
15 96 61 65
16 92 77 61
17 90 61 66
16 67 69 91
19 62 61 61
20 61 79 66
21 76 64 70
22 76 75 61
23 75 73 70
24 74 76 77
25 74 74 63
26 65 69 75
27 56 56 71
26 no 71 66
29 no 52 66
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Table 5» Results of pre-test and mastery tests on "Safety”
for pupils of the second class. Pupils have been
listed in order according to IQ f s.
Pupils IQ Pre-test Mastery test
(1) (2) (3) (4)
1 126 64 90
2 110 67 92
3 109 69 63
4 106 76 66
5 105 66 90
6 105 64 69
7 101 79 64
6 100 73 76
9 100 64 91
10 97 69 66
11 97 90 63
12 97 60 66
13 96 66 64
14 96 62 67
15 94 64 66
16 94 74 63
17 92 71 67
16 90 96 65
19 90 75 64
20 67 70 63
21 66 60 90
22 75 77 65
23 75 69 66
24 no 62 66
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Table 6. Results of pre-test and mastery tests on "Safety"
for pupils of the third class. Pupils have been
listed in order according to IQ's.
Puoils
r
IQ Pre-test Mastery test
(l) (2) (3) (4)
l 121 85 90
2 119 87 86
3 118 77 82
4 112 86 86
5 110 75 86
6 106 81 103
7 104 77 77
8 104 84 82
9 103 73 88
10 102 65 89
11 100 73 left
12 99 85 86
13 98 77 85
14 98 90 90
15 97 88 90
16 96 92 92
17 92 84 86
18 92 78 82
19 90 54 79
20 90 81 82
21 87 75 75
22 82 75 70
23 79 63 81
24 76 77 82
25 — 79 88
26 — 75 63
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What the pupils thought of the unit ,— The pupils were
asked to write which way they liked better, the unit method
or the traditional method of teaching. They were told that
the teacher did not care which method they chose, but that
she wanted their reasons for their choice.
Of the forty-five papers received, thirty-five favored
the unit method and ten the traditional method. Some of the
reasons why the unit method was preferred as taken from
these papers follow:
"It was more interesting to look through many books."
"The work could be done in my own time, that is, if
I wanted to spend a whole evening on civics I knew what
to work on and then I could omit civics homework the next
night ."
"Some material took me longer to absorb than other
material, and I could budget my time better."
"The pupils have more work to do, but I learned more
by looking up meanings myself."
"I got interested in topics and wanted to know more
about them, and the optional activities gave me this
opportunity."
"I learned how to look up things for myself."
"The people who are really interested do the extra work
and it helps the teacher to know who is interested."
"The pre-test helps you to know what to study."
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” I enjoyed it more because I understood the questions
on the study guide, and I sometimes have trouble understand-
ing my homework the other way.”
’’From the optional activities, we can choose the sub-
jects we like to work on.”
These reasons were repeated on many of the papers. All
•%
of the pupils liked the idea of the pre-test, and those who
did not favor the unit method of teaching said that they
would like to retain the optional activities.
Thoughts of pupils who did not like the unit .— Those
pupils who did not choose the unit method gave as their
reasons
:
"I do not like to spend so much time on civics as the
unit method requires.”
”It is a bother to look in so many books.”
”1 don’t like to read.”
”1 learn more from talking about a subject in class
than by looking it up in a book.”
”1 like a definite assignment each night.”
The units completed .— The teaching of both units was
completed just before a vacation. The teacher asked the
pupils which of a given number of subjects they would like
to study next. The pupils decided on the subject and then
asked, ’’Are we going to study by the unit method?” On being
told they were not, their disappointment was evident.
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The suggestion was made that the teacher make a new
study guide with optional activities for the new unit of
work during her vacation.
The teacher’s reactions to the unit .— It was obvious
that the pupils enjoyed working by the unit method. Y/hen
they first went to work on the unit, there was more con-
fusion in the room than usual, but when they became used to
the idea, they worked very quietly either alone or in groups.
The second unit caused no such confusion.
The pupils became so interested in what they were doing
that it was difficult to maintain the time limit. They
wanted to go on doing the optional activities.
The classroom did not lend itself well to this work.
A table for the books would have been much better than a
cabinet, but there was no room for a table.
At first the pupils tried to find the answers to the
questions without reading all of the reference, but with a
little more explanation on the teacher’s part, this diffi-
culty was overcome.
For some of the references there were insufficient
copies so that the pupils couldn’t always work on the ques-
tions they wanted to.
The teacher at first had difficulty in seeing that so
many people all working on different subjects were working
as they should. However, since most of the class worked
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well anyway, and would ask any questions on which they needed
help, the teacher managed this difficulty by watching the
progress of those who did not work so well.
It was noticeable that marks for the pupils for the term
that the units were used were higher than for any other term
of the year. The teacher supposes that this was due to the
increased interest on the part of the pupils while they were
using the unit method.
YYorking by the unit method is more work for the teacher,
but the pupils certainly enjoy the work more than any other
method tried by this teacher.
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Key to Test on Crime
Part I—True-False Section
1 . T 26. 0 51. T
2. 0 27. T 52. 0
3. T 26. T 53. 0
4. 0 29. T 54. T
5. T 30. T 55. T
6. 0 31. 0 56. T
7. T 32. 0 57. T
6. T 33. T 56. T
9. 0 34. 0 59. 0
10. T 35. 0 60. T
11. 0 36. T 61. T
12. T 37. 0 62. T
13. 0 3S. T 63. T
14. T 39. T 64. T
15. 0 40. 0 65. 0
16. 0 41. T 66. 0
17. T 42. 0 67. T
IS. T 43. T 66. T
19. T 44. T 69. T
20. 0 45. T 70. T
21. 0 46. 0 71. T
22. T 47. T 72. 0
23. T 46. T 73. T
24. 0 49. 0 74. 0
25. 0 50. T 75. 0
Part II
—
Completion
(4) felony ( ) wrong
(6) tort (2) sin
(1) vice (5) misdemeanor
(3) crime
(3) governor (2) probation
( ) mayor (1) capital
( ) parole (4) indeterminate
sentence
(2) drunkenness ( 3
)
vengeance
(1) murder (4) reformation
( ) punishment
( ) France (2) F. B. I.
( ) state (4) England
(1) police (5) liquor
(3) Federal ( ) dope
Part III—Multiple-choice
1. 3
2 . 2
3. 1
4. 3
5 . 2
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Key to Test on Safety
Part I—True-False Section
1. 0 24. T 47. T
2. T 25. 0 43. T
3. 0 26. T 49. T
4. T 27. 0 50. T
5. 0 23. 0 51. 0
6, T 29. T 52. 0
7. 0 30. T 53. T
3. T 31. 0 54. 0
9. 0 32. 0 55. T
10. 0 33. T 56. 0
11. 0 34. T 57. T
12. 0 35. T 53. T
13. T 36. T 59. 0
14. 0 37. T 60
.
0
15. 0 33. T
16. 0 39. 0
17. T 40. T
torH T 41. T
19. T 42. 0
20. 0 43. T
21. 0 44* T
22. 0 45. T
23. 0 46 . T
Part II—Completion
( ) automobiles
either
(1,2,3,) floods
either
(4,5) fires
either
(4,5) auto accidents
either
(1,2,3) earthquakes
either
(1,2,3) hurricanes
(6) railroads
( ) airplanes
( ) busses
( ) 1675
( ) regular employees
(2) volunteers
(6) 1350
( ) pirates
(3) explosions
(1) Indians
(4) unguarded
( ) 1900
( ) gasoline
(5) accidents
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Part II--Completion (continued)
( ) policemen (2)
both
(1,3) driver
(5)
( )
(2) car
( ) pedestrian
(1)
(4) traffic signals
(6)
( 5 ) speeding
(3)
( ) passenger
(7)
(4)
(4) minority
( 5 ) change
( )
( )
(1) protection
( ) disobey
(2) majority
(3) all
( ) none
Part
safety
overpasses
airplanes
automobiles
playgrounds
traffic laws
streets
highways
swimming pools
trains
III—Multiple-choice
1
.
1
2
.
2
3
.
2
4. 2
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